Creating diagnostic assessments: Automated distractor generation with integrity

The goal of this paper is to propose a new method to generate multiple-choice items that can make creating quality assessments faster and more efficient, solving a practical issue that many instructors face. There are currently no systematic, efficient methods available to generate quality distractors (plausible but incorrect options that students choose), which are necessary for multiple-choice assessments that accurately assess students’ knowledge. We propose two methods to use technology to generate quality multiple-choice assessments: (1) manipulating the mathematical problem to emulate common student misconceptions or errors and (2) disguising options to protect the integrity of multiple-choice tests. By linking options to common student misconceptions and errors, instructors can potentially use multiple-choice assessments as personalized diagnostic tools that can target and modify underlying misconceptions. Moreover, using technology to generate these quality distractors would allow for assessments to be developed efficiently, in terms of both time and resources. The method to disguise the options generated would have the added benefit of preventing students from working backwards from options to solution and thus would protect the integrity of the assessment.

Preliminary results are included to exhibit the effectiveness of the proposed methods.
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1. Introduction

Assessment is a critical component of every course. There are two common types of assessment: summative and formative. Summative assessments strive to record student achievement while formative assessments strive to gather evidence of student learning in order to modify instruction (Cauley & McMillan, 2010). In other words, the primary role of formative assessment is diagnostic – to inform the instructor what each student knows or does not know over some area of content. While there are numerous ways to assess students' knowledge, multiple-choice tests are the most widely used assessments in K-16 as they can be the most efficient to administer while simultaneously being quick and objective to grade (Rodriguez, 2011; Haladyna & Rodriguez, 2013). We use a typical College Algebra item to contextualize multiple-choice item terminology in mathematics.

![Figure 1: Example of a typical multiple-choice item.](image)
A *multiple-choice item* consists of a stem and options. The *stem* includes the context, content, and problem for the student to answer. In Figure 1’s example, this includes the instructions (context) and the problem. By *problem*, we refer to the content issue that must be solved. In the example in Figure 1, this would be solving the linear equation. Solving this problem leads to the *solution*. Plausible, but incorrect, answers to the problem are referred to as *distractors*. The solution and distractors are used to create the *options*, or choices presented that the student must choose from.

Numerous guides for constructing quality multiple-choice questions exist and they largely agree on the best practices for developing assessments (Moreno, Martinez, & Muniz, 2015; Frey, Petersen, Edwards, Pedrotti, & Peyton, 2005). These guides are routinely used by content specialists to create multiple-choice items, which are then disseminated for general use. Guidelines commonly focus on writing the content and choices of an item. For example, Haladyna et al. (2002) proposed 31 suggestions when writing multiple-choice items: 8 related to content and 14 related to choices. These suggestions can be vague (e.g., “avoid trick or ambiguous items”) and do not provide a way to systematically develop multiple-choice items. In fact, the authors state “The science of MC item writing is advancing, but item writing is still largely a creative act” (p. 329). The development of a systematic guide to create distractors based on common errors and misconceptions would provide an avenue to advance multiple-choice item writing in a “non-creative” way.

2. **Literature on Distractor Generation**

Creating the stem, problem, and solution for a multiple-choice item in K-14 mathematics is a relatively straightforward task. Item content development follows the objectives laid out in the associated textbook, developed by the textbook author(s) to focus on specific content. No
such blueprint exists for developing the distractors though. For example, consider a question that asks students to expand the expression \((x - y)^2 = x^2 - 2xy + y^2\). A student with incomplete knowledge of polynomial expansion may choose \(x^2 + y^2\) as the expansion and ignore the second term. Another student with partial knowledge of polynomial expansion may choose \(x^2 - y^2\) and consider ‘distributing the exponent’ as a valid mathematical operation (Filloy & Rojano, 1989). These two examples illustrate common student misconceptions with polynomial expansions – misconceptions instructors want to capture during formative assessment so that these conceptions can be challenged and subsequently modified. This illustrates one of the biggest hurdles for creating quality distractors: the misconceptions a student may hold can be item-specific, requiring an item-by-item analysis. Without a systematic method to develop these distractors efficiently, creating a single assessment can be a timely endeavor.

It is well-known that distractors play a fundamental role in multiple-choice tests for any topic (Haladyna & Rodriguez, 2013). Gierl et al. (2017) consider distractors to (i) require a significant amount of time and resources to create, (ii) affect item quality and learning outcomes, and (iii) provide diagnostic inferences about students' knowledge (e.g., inferences about what students know or do not know). The authors go on to say that “Distractor development, in fact, is often considered by content specialists to be the most daunting and challenging component of writing a multiple-choice item” (p.1086). Yet, research on empirically-supported development of quality distractors for multiple-choice items is relatively sparse, even in the context of mathematics specifically (Gierl, Lai, Hogan, & Matovinovic, 2015). The following paragraphs will review the recent advances in generating quality distractors and how this paper will expand on these advances.
There are currently three general strategies to generate distractors (Author & Author, 2019). The first focuses on common misconceptions in student thinking while they reason about the problem. We illustrated this with polynomial expansion as students hold two pronounced misconceptions about polynomial expansion. These misconceptions can be recalled and utilized by experienced content specialists reflecting on the common errors they have seen in the past (Collins, 2006) or identified through evidence-based research on students' work during open-ended items (Briggs, Alonzo, Schwab, & Wilson, 2006). As such, this approach creates high-quality distractors that mirror mistakes (based on misconceptions) students may make during an assessment. This quality comes at a steep price – a great deal of time and resources must be used to develop these distractors, especially for items developed through evidence-based research (Gierl, Bulut, Guo, & Zhang, 2017).

The second strategy focuses on similarities between the solution and distractors. For example, a numeric solution such as $\frac{3}{4}$ could be manipulated in some form (e.g., being negated, divided by a factor, or divided by 1) to provide a host of distractors like $-\frac{3}{4}, \frac{4}{3}, -\frac{4}{3}$. In contrast to the first strategy, manipulating the solution in some way to make similar responses does not require a great deal of time and resources, and thus is commonly utilized (Gierl, Bulut, Guo, & Zhang, 2017). The disadvantage to this method is that distractors may not reflect actual mistakes a student would make on the assessment. Students with incomplete knowledge may be able to eliminate these types of distractors and thus arrive at the solution (or, at least, more easily guess at the solution). Alternatively, students who completed the problem correctly may accidentally choose visually similar distractors and thus their multiple-choice answer would not accurately reflect their knowledge. Due to these limitations, some authors have suggested multiple-choice assessments cannot provide diagnostic information (Lissitz, Hou, & Slater, 2012) rather than the
more nuanced position that multiple-choice assessments are not commonly written to provide diagnostic information.

The third strategy relies on utilizing research on how students develop an understanding of concepts to model student responses at different levels of conception. For example, the Precalculus Assessment by Carlson, Oehrtman, and Engelke (2010) utilized a theoretical model for how students develop an understanding of covariational reasoning, the Covariation Framework (Carlson, Jacobs, Coe, Larsen, & Hsu, 2002), along with interview-based research to create common student reasoning based on each level of understanding. These responses were used as the option choices for multiple-choice assessments that targeted students’ level of understanding. Similar to the first strategy, developing interview-based items was a resource-heavy endeavor (Carlson, Oehrtman, & Engelke, 2010).

In short, creating distractors based on conceptions and/or misconceptions is preferred but not always feasible, and thus distractors are commonly developed based on small variations of the solution. One avenue for creating quality distractors based on conceptions and common misconceptions is *Automatic Item Generation* (AIG). AIG utilizes computer technologies and content specialists to automatically generate problems, solutions, and quality distractors. By *automatically*, we mean that an item structure can be developed ahead of time that some technology would use to create many items without the need for future human intervention. Few examples of AIG currently exist, even in the context of mathematics (Gierl, Lai, Hogan, & Matovinovic, 2015; Gierl, Bulut, Guo, & Zhang, 2017). We now review one of the most recent, relevant works in AIG to set the stage for our method. This method was written to be general and used medical science as the context for their examples.
Gierl and Lai (2013) described a three-step process for generating multiple-choice items. First, an item model, or the general scaffolding of the stem and problem, is developed. Then, the content knowledge required to solve the problem to be used in the item is determined. Finally, computer-based algorithms are used to place content from step 2 into the item model from step 1. The authors suggest that “Using this three-step process, hundreds or even thousands of items can be generated using a single item model” (p. 37). We provide a short overview of each of these three steps as described by Gierl and Lai (2013), along with our own examples in a mathematical context.

**Step 1: Item Model**

There are currently two types of item models: 1-layer and \( n \)-layer item models. A 1-layer item model manipulates some small number of elements in the model, all at the same level. We can think of this as choosing 1 element from some set. For example, to generate a linear equation of the form \( y = mx + b \), we could choose \( m \) and \( b \) to be rational numbers. Choosing a single rational pair \((m, b)\) provides the single set needed to change the mathematical problem at hand.

This would generate a 1-layer item asking students to solve the equation \( y = mx + b \). 1-layer item models are ubiquitous in current multiple-choice tests (Gierl & Lai, 2013).

An \( n \)-layer item model manipulates many elements at multiple levels in a model. We can think of this as choosing 1 element from numerous sets. For example, an item model may ask students to solve a linear equation of any form. The item model could first choose the form the linear equation would be displayed in (e.g., standard, point-slope, slope-intercept). The item model could also choose the types of numbers that would be used in the linear equation (e.g., Naturals, Integers, Rationals). This would create a 2-layer item that chooses one element from the sets of equation type and number type. After making these two choices, the problem
equation can be generated. In summary, the \( n \)-layer structure has multiple layers of elements, where each element can be varied simultaneously to produce varying items. The \( n \)-layer model can thus quickly develop test items that address many content objectives based on how the elements in the structure are chosen, though care needs to be taken to ensure consistent item difficulty. This will be addressed in step 2.

**Step 2: Content**

After determining the item model, content specialists are used to identify the content. Two general approaches to identifying content exists: weak and strong theory (Gierl & Lai, 2013). *Weak theory* uses design guidelines to create new item models that remain similar (in terms of difficulty and structure) to the original item model and is commonly employed in 1-layer item models. For example, to create similar linear equations to solve, the content specialist would choose a single type of linear structure and a single type of elements for this structure, as introducing additional changes may fluctuate the difficulty of the item. That is, the linear equation \( 4 = 2x + 5 \) may be easier for a student to solve than the equation

\[
-\frac{3x - 6}{3} - \frac{-8x - 8}{5} = \frac{7x + 6}{2}
\]

as they utilize different structures of a linear equation. Similarly, the linear equation \( \frac{4}{7} = \frac{\frac{2}{3}x + 5}{2} \) would likely be more difficult for a student than \( 4 = 2x + 5 \) as it introduces rational numbers to the same structure. This illustrates why 1-layer items are ubiquitous in assessment generation.

*Strong theory* utilizes a cognitive model to identify and manipulate items that may change the difficulty level of the item. While relatively few cognitive theories exist to guide general item development practices (Gierl & Lai, 2013), many have been proposed in the last 30 years in undergraduate mathematics education (Leatham, 2014). These can be utilized to model the knowledge and skills a theoretical student may need to solve the mathematical problem, which in
turn can provide guidance to develop item models and manipulate the elements of the item model. This potential was illustrated in the Precalculus assessment by Carlson, Oehrtman, and Engelke (2012).

**Step 3: Computer-Based Algorithms**

Once the item model is created and the content for the model determined, a computer program is needed to assemble the two to create specific items. While software has been developed specifically for generating test items, Gierl and Lai (2013) state “… it is also important to note that any linear programming method can be used to solve the type of combinatorial problem found within AIG” (p. 43-44).

The three-step method above focuses on item generation holistically. Gierl and Lai (2013) showcased an \(n\)-layer structure with a possible solution list that remained static while the stem was changed, resulting in different solutions from the static solution list. The resulting distractors were the rest of the possible solutions, which may or may not have mirrored student misconceptions based on the randomly generated problem. This illustrates how the \(n\)-layer structure does not inherently describe how distractors could be automatically generated based on student misconceptions for the particular problem generated. As generating distractors is the most difficult aspect of multiple-choice item generation (Gierl, Bulut, Guo, & Zhang, 2017), we will introduce a novel method to automatically generate distractors by manipulating the problem within the stem in a way that reflects students’ misconceptions and mistakes. The following section details this distractor-generation process.

3. **Automated Assessment Generation Method**

We present a method for generating assessments that is grounded in the idea of creating nearby problems based on common errors made while solving the original problem as well as on common misconceptions students have with the content being evaluated. From these nearby
problems, one can create a set of distractor solutions that can be used as answer choices in a multiple-choice item.

3.1 Question and Solution Generation

Before we can discuss the process by which we create plausible distractors, the reader must have a clear understanding of how questions can be randomly generated, and by extension, the solutions (correct answers) to those questions. Figure 2 introduces the sample question that we use to walk the reader through the methodology for the automated assessment algorithm conceptually, before presenting the algorithm more generally.

Question 1. Solve the linear equation below.

$$\frac{-3x - 6}{3} - \frac{-8x - 8}{5} = \frac{7x + 6}{2}$$

A. $x = \frac{-40}{29}$

B. $x = \frac{-34}{29}$

C. $x = \frac{-66}{29}$

D. $x = \frac{-17}{10}$

Figure 2: College Algebra example item.

A question of this type can be randomly generated from a template for questions that involve solving rational equations. To create this template, all coefficients in the numerators and the denominators are replaced with unknown integers that are randomly chosen at the time the problem is generated. The general form of this type of problem is:

$$\frac{a_1x + b_1}{c_1} - \frac{a_2x + b_2}{c_2} = \frac{a_3x + b_3}{c_3},$$

where $a_i, b_i,$ and $c_i$ are integers. Typically, these numbers are chosen within a range that will not make the problem too computationally unwieldy, though with the ubiquity of calculators, this can be relaxed. The following limitations are placed on these unknown integers to ensure exactly
one solution: (i) $c_1, c_2, c_3 \neq 0$ and (ii) $c_2c_3a_1 - c_1c_3a_2 - c_1c_2a_3 \neq 0$. After guaranteeing that a unique solution exists, we methodically generate the general solution to this problem template.

3.2 Generating Plausible Distractors

In problem solving, a plausible distractor would be one that corresponds to a specific, common error that a student can make when solving a problem or an observed student misconception. Plausible distractor solutions provide a way to evaluate specific content issues a student is having by consistently providing answer choices that correspond to common misconceptions. Moreover, they provide a more reliable assessment by avoiding the confounding of artificially similar answer choices. The process for creating plausible distractor solutions is nearly identical to the process for creating the correct solution, in that an exact, unique solution to a problem is found. The difference is that for distractor solutions, we construct nearby problems that are based on common errors students make when solving the original problem. Based on these errors, we can reverse engineer a problem, and then solve that problem algorithmically to obtain a nearby solution to the original problem. To make this more concrete, we present the creation of a distractor for the original problem.

A potential error that students may make when solving rational equations is that they do not divide each term in the numerator by the denominator. Essentially, students who do not have a complete understanding of rational expressions are solving the problem

$$\frac{a_1x}{c_1} + b_1 - \frac{a_2x}{c_2} - b_2 = \frac{a_3x}{c_3} + b_3.$$

In a similar way, distractors can be created for not dividing the first term in the numerator by the denominator or failing to distribute the minus sign in the numerator of the second term of the rational equation. These distractors are summarized in Figure 3 below.
Question 1. Solve the linear equation below.

\[
\frac{-3x - 6}{3} - \frac{-8x - 8}{5} = \frac{7x + 6}{2}
\]

A. \(x = \frac{-40}{29}\) This corresponds to not distributing division throughout.

B. \(x = \frac{-34}{29}\) This is the correct solution.

C. \(x = \frac{-66}{29}\) This corresponds to not distributing division in the first term.

D. \(x = \frac{-17}{10}\) This corresponds to failing to distribute the minus sign in the second term.

Figure 3: The problem introduced in Figure 2 with the distractor solutions revealed and explained.

This method to automatically generate quality distractors can easily be extended to other observed issues that instructors see in students’ work. Specifically, to generate a distractor from a known misunderstanding, solve the general template of the problem while committing the error(s) associated with the misunderstanding. Then, reverse engineer a nearby problem in the form of the original problem template, so that the nearby solution can be obtained in the same way as the original solution. This creates a plausible nearby solution that can be used as a distractor answer choice for the problem.

We have created plausible distractors that mirror common student errors made while completing an open-response version of this question. However, a student can find the correct solution to the previous example by taking each option and plugging it into the question, thereby rendering these distractors moot. The next section addresses this critical loophole in multiple-choice assessments by masking these distractors (and the solution) in intervals.
3.3 Disguising the Plausible Distractors and Solution

Solving algebraic problems presents a unique challenge for creating quality multiple-choice questions. When presented with a collection of options for the solution to a particular problem, students can test each of the potential solutions in the original equation and determine whether or not a given solution is valid. Considering this, additional measures must be taken to mask the answer choices to preserve the integrity of the distractors and ultimately generate quality assessments.

Conceptually, the additional layer for masking the answer choices is straightforward: replace the single-number answers with intervals that contain not only the corresponding single-number answer, but also infinitely many nearby numbers. This detaches students from the idea that they can test all of the answer choices, because each answer choice contains an interval of infinitely many values that can be tested in the original problem. In Figure 4 below, we show an example of how the assessment question looks with the disguised answer choices.

Question 1. Solve the linear equation below. Then choose the interval that contains the solution.

\[
\frac{-3x - 6}{3} - \frac{-8x - 8}{5} = \frac{7x + 6}{2}
\]

A. \(x \in [-1.47, -1.21]\)
B. \(x \in [-1.21, -0.94]\)
C. \(x \in [-2.30, -2.10]\)
D. \(x \in [-1.78, -1.61]\)

*Figure 4: Multiple-choice example with masked solution and distractors.*

Random, algorithmic interval generation itself is simple, compared to the method for generating distractor solutions described in the previous section. However, the problem-specific requirements for masking the answer choices can be a little more nuanced than the general algorithm for creating intervals. To create a quality disguise, it is necessary that the interval does
not give clues as to the specific value that it is disguising. We do so by creating intervals that must satisfy two criteria: (i) there is minimal overlap between intervals (as any overlap will not contain a solution) and (ii) the intervals do not reveal much information about the solutions they are disguising. We achieve this generation utilizing a normal standard distribution and interval checking using Python, but the interval generation need not be done in this particular way.

### 3.4 Method for Generating Multiple-Choice Items

We walked through how to generate a multiple-choice item based on a “Solve the equation” type question utilizing the 3-step model described by Gierl and Lai (2013). Here we explicitly describe how to include distractor generation into the 3-step model.

**Step 1: Item Generation**

In this step, the stem-type should be determined. This is equivalent to writing a free-response question and must include the stem and problem. In order to procedurally-generate versions of the question, elements of the stem and problem that can be modified must be identified at this point. A 1-layer model would be developed if only some small number of elements in the model can be modified. An n-layer model would be developed if many elements at multiple levels in a model can be modified.

**Step 2: Content**

In this step, the content knowledge required to solve the problem is determined. To accommodate the development of plausible distractors, any common errors or misconceptions associated to the problem should also be determined here. This can be collected by content specialists recalling common errors or misconceptions they are familiar with, recording any common errors identified in educational research experiments, or theoretically-predicted errors or misconceptions according to published mathematics education theoretical perspectives.
**Step 3: Computer-based Algorithms**

In this step, the content knowledge collected in step 2 is utilized to procedurally solve the problem. In addition, distractor solutions should also be generated by:

a) Isolating common conceptual misunderstandings or common errors related to the topic assessed by the problem.

b) Using these misunderstandings and/or errors to construct “nearby problems”.

c) Algorithmically solving these nearby problems to create a list of distractor solutions.

If the solution and distractor solutions are numeric in nature, the options can be disguised by algorithmically generating intervals that must satisfy two criteria:

a) There is minimal overlap between intervals (as any overlap will not contain a solution).

b) The intervals do not reveal much information about the solutions they are disguising.

To create distinct nearby problems based on common misconceptions or errors, the original stem/problem may need to be modified or a check may need to be created to regenerate the question until common misconceptions or errors do not produce the same solution as the correct solution.

4. **Discussion of the Method**

Now that we have demonstrated how multiple-choice items can be automatically generated, we can discuss the merits and limitations of our automatic item generation methods.

4.1 **Merits**

**Efficient assessment generation** - Distractor generation is simultaneously the most costly and critical component of writing multiple-choice assessments (Gierl, Bulut, Guo, & Zhang, 2017). In the literature, there were effectively three options when generating multiple-
choice exams: (i) generate distractors based on similarity to the solutions \((weak\ theory)\), (ii) generate every distractor manually by relying on previous experiences with students or through experimental data \((strong\ theory)\), or (iii) relying on education research that describes how students could develop their conception \((Author\ &\ Author, 2019)\). While methods (ii) and (iii) are preferred to develop strong assessments, method (i) is commonly used due to the high costs of generating every distractor \((Gierl\ &\ Lai, 2013)\). Our method generalizes and automates these distractors so that numerous items may be generated. In fact, some student errors (such as not distributing a negative) are so ubiquitous that they can be considered for a wide range of questions. This further reduces the time and effort a content specialist would need to generate distractors based on common student errors and misconceptions. Thus, our method for automatic item generation would allow for the cost-efficient development of numerous multiple-choice tests.

**Multiple-Choice Assessment Integrity** - One of the limitations of multiple-choice tests is the ability to assess students' procedural knowledge with integrity. This limitation is especially prevalent in K-14 mathematics, where questions will commonly require students to solve an equation (or system of equations) and provide possible solutions. A student needs only check these options in order until one satisfies the equation to arrive at the correct solution. To counter this limitation, we introduced a method to automatically generate intervals for each solution that effectively mask these options to prevent students from gaming the assessments. In unison with our distractor generation, we can automatically generate and mask multiple-choice options to assess students' procedural knowledge with integrity.

**Formative assessment** - Traditional multiple-choice assessments are used to determine whether students know or do not know some content. This is akin to knowing whether there is an
issue with students' knowledge but does not effectively allow instructors to diagnose why there may be an issue. By considering the distractors a student chooses over the course of one or more assessments, instructors can more accurately pinpoint why a student is not answering a question correctly. For example, during a multiple-choice assessment, a student may answer 5/20 questions incorrectly. This student may have some minor issue with multiple content ideas, but it is also possible they are making the same common student errors (such as not distributing a negative correctly) over multiple questions. By tracking which solutions and distractors a student chooses throughout an entire assessment, we can more accurately assess if their issues are with the content or common mistakes. Moreover, this allows instructors to continuously evaluate foundational knowledge while simultaneously evaluating new content knowledge. These benefits illustrate that multiple-choice assessments can potentially provide diagnostic information, contrary to prevalent beliefs about multiple-choice assessments (Lissitz, Hou, & Slater, 2012).

Consequential merits from those described above include:

- **Potential for widespread use** – Unlike assessments developed by hand, these assessments can be used widespread once they are developed as they are efficient to generate and maintain their integrity even when the generation methods are shared.

- **Practical and Research Usefulness** – Assignments can be created for formative assessment in the classroom as well as for large-scale research use to test theoretical conception development.

- **Standardization of assessment** – Makes standardization of easy-to-generate assessments (e.g. aligned to State/National standards) possible.

- **Potential to use calculators** – By providing a method to disguise numeric-type options, the method allows for students to utilize calculators without dampening the integrity of the assessment.

4.2 Limitations
The method is not without limits. We discuss the most pressing issues with the method below, while also describing how these limitations can be mitigated.

**High Start-Up Cost** - Generating high-quality multiple-choice items normally requires a content specialist for distractor design. Our method would require either both a content specialist and someone with programming experience working side-by-side, or a content specialist with programming knowledge. For questions attempting to utilizing a theoretical perspective for how students with a misunderstanding or under-developed conception may answer, this would also require an education specialist. This further increases the start-up costs of developing multiple-choice assessments, making the method impractical for instructors with limited resources.

However, once a series of items are created, they can be easily disseminated to other instructors. This task can be performed by those with the resources to do so and mass disseminated to other instructors.

**Complication of Multiple-Choice Options** - Masking the multiple-choice options, while effective in protecting the integrity of the assessment, does complicate students' choice of the solution. Rather than searching for the exact match of their answer, students would need to parse the interval notation language. Moreover, this may become confusing when the solution itself is an interval. For example, consider the inequality item in Figure 5.

**Question 2.** Solve the linear inequality below. Then, choose the constant and interval combination that describes the solution set.

\[ 8x - 6 > 10x \text{ or } 5x - 5 < 8x \]

A. \((-\infty, a) \cup (b, \infty), \text{ where } a \in [1.5,4.1] \text{ and } b \in [2,4].\]
B. \((-\infty, a) \cup, \text{ where } a \in [-9,-2] \text{ and } b \in [-8,2].\]
C. \((-\infty, a) \cup, \text{ where } a \in [-3,5] \text{ and } b \in [-1,5].\]
D. \((-\infty, a) \cup (b, \infty), \text{ where } a \in [-4.9,-1.6] \text{ and } b \in [-3,0].\]
E. \((-\infty, \infty).\)
Figure 5: Automatically generated problem-solving systems of inequalities with interval answer choices.
While it may be second nature to instructors, students may struggle to interpret a phrase such as 
\((a, \infty)\), where \(a \in [a_1, a_2]\) for some \(a_1, a_2\). This could lead to students solving the inequality correctly but choosing the wrong option. Addressing this limitation is a topic of future research.

5. Conclusions

Automated item generation is not a novel concept in the assessment literature and has been discussed as early at 1969 (Bormuth, 1969). Since then, copious guidelines for developing multiple-choice items have been developed and agree that distractors play a fundamental role in multiple-choice tests. For example, Gierl et al. (2017) consider distractors to (i) require a significant amount of time and resources to create, (ii) affect item quality and learning outcomes, and (iii) provide diagnostic inferences about students' test performance. The authors go on to say that “distractor development, in fact, is often considered by content specialists to be the most daunting and challenging component of writing a multiple-choice item” (p. 1086). Yet, automated distractor generation has received relatively little attention, even in the context of mathematics (Gierl, Lai, Hogan, & Matovinovic, 2015). When automatic distractor generation has been explored, it has largely been relegated to manipulating the solution of an item in some minor way or by mapping all possible solutions to the (relatively simple) structure of an item (Gierl, Bulut, Guo, & Zhang, 2017).

Note that distractor generation is distinct from the approach Intelligent Tutoring Systems (such as ALEKS) take that utilize student Knowledge Spaces – a pair \((Q, K)\) consisting of some set of Questions \((Q)\) and a subset of questions \((K)\) that represent the questions a student could answer correctly (Cosyn & Thiery, 2000). At a fundamental level, Knowledge Spaces operate by identifying the questions a student can and cannot complete in some progression to determine the next question their knowledge would allow them to start on. For a simplistic example, consider a
concept to have 6 linear questions that build up to a robust understanding. The system would start by asking the student to complete Q1 – if the student is correct, it could move on to Q2 or beyond. If the student was correct with Q1, it moved to Q3, and the student was then incorrect, the student would have the knowledge space \( K = \{Q1\} \) and thus be taught the knowledge needed to answer Q2. While an oversimplification of Knowledge Spaces, this example illustrates that Intelligent Tutoring Systems work through correct/incorrect and not theoretically why a student is incorrect. Moreover, these systems purposely avoid multiple-choice items to further correlate a correct answer to sufficient knowledge to answer the question. Thus, our work on distractor generation is fundamentally different than the computer-generated questions Intelligent Tutoring Systems employ.

We presented a novel method for dynamically generating distractors by creating *nearby problems* that can be algorithmically solved via computers. For a given concept, the instructor decides what content will be evaluated, and chooses the corresponding stem template, from which the problem is algorithmically generated. This formal statement of the problem can be procedurally solved to find the correct solution. Then, using common student misconceptions, *nearby problems* can be constructed and then solved using the same procedure that solved the original problem. These *nearby solutions* are plausible distractor solutions corresponding to specific content areas with which students struggle.

Moreover, we introduced a method of masking these solutions and distractors to prevent students from working backwards from answer choices the correct solution, thus preserving the integrity of these automatically generated multiple-choice items. For problems with single-number answers, we propose hiding the solutions (distractor or otherwise) within non-overlapping intervals that contain not only the corresponding single-number answer, but also
infinitely many nearby numbers. This detaches students from the idea that they can test all possible choices, because each answer choice contains an interval of infinitely many values that can be tested in the original problem. However, students who obtained a solution (distractor or otherwise) will be able to easily identify the appropriate answer choice. Numerous methods for generating these intervals can be effective, as long as there is minimal overlap in the intervals and the intervals do not reveal information about the option it is disguising.

Dynamically generating distractors associated with student misconceptions and errors holds a variety of theoretical merits. First and foremost, it allows for the cost-efficient development of numerous multiple-choice assessments. Constructing a single multiple-choice, \( n \)-layer item can result in hundreds (or even thousands) of questions with relevant distractors. In unison with our method to mask options, multiple-choice assessments can be efficiently used to assess students' procedural knowledge with integrity. Dissemination of these automatically generated assessments can help solve a practicality issue with educational research (Van Velzen, 2013) by bridging the gap between the research and practice. Theoretically speaking, as generated distractors are associated to student misconceptions and errors (rather than small perturbations of the correct solution), these assessments can be used to help diagnose why a student did not answer a question correctly and could counter the misconception that multiple-choice assessments cannot provide diagnostic information (Lissitz, Hou, & Slater, 2012). This method also allows instructors to track misconceptions and small errors through multiple assignments, allowing for the continuous evaluation of foundational knowledge while simultaneously evaluating new content knowledge. Tracking misconceptions and small errors could potentially lead to partial credit on multiple-choice items and create free-response-like
grading. It can also allow the development of semester-long feedback systems that track student development of critical concepts.

Our method is not without limitations. It further increases the start-up costs of developing multiple-choice assessments, making the method impractical for instructors with limited resources. This, however, can be mitigated by the generality of the method. In addition, masking the distractors and solutions complicates the option decision process, which may lead to students solving the problem correctly but choosing the wrong option.

**Preliminary Results**

Overall, our method is promising. It has been used to generate multiple exams for a large (800-1000 students annually), hybrid course of College Algebra. By leveraging Python, SageMath, and shell scripts written over the course of a year, complete exams and keys are generated *without any human input* in approximately 2.5 minutes. Two points to emphasize:

1. *No technological skill is needed to create the exams at this point* (though the instructor may need assistance downloading the open-access software and files utilized by the authors) and

2. *Exam generation would cost nothing to the instructors nor to the students.*

While data analysis for these assessments is ongoing, a summary of statistics for the Final Exam in Fall 2017 and Fall 2019 is provided below.

The Final Exam in Fall 2017 consisted of 25 multiple-choice questions with 4 options each. The majority of questions, 20/25, were taken from Pearson’s College Algebra test bank while the other 5 were previous free-response questions (written by the instructor) and modified to be multiple-choice. The Final Exam in Fall 2019 consisted of 22 multiple-choice questions with 5 options each. These questions were generated using the procedure described in this paper.
We analyzed three parts of each exam: (1) distractors, (2) how well individual items predicted student success, and (3) how consistent the exam was as a whole.

The procedure described in this paper for generating distractors provided ways to create plausible distractors – mistakes and misconceptions students could theoretically have. Literature suggests an effective distractor is one that is chosen at least 5% of the time (Hingorjo & Jaleel, 2012). We could then consider quality distractors as those that students both theoretically could make (based on misconceptions or common errors) and actually do make during exams. We analyzed the distractors in both Final Exams in two ways: (1) categorizing the frequency of each individual distractor being selected (DS) some percentage of time and (2) calculating the number of items with $x$ many distractors chosen at least 5% of the time. Tables 1-4 present a summary of these results. These percentages were done by version of the exam and then averaged for ease of discussion.

Table 1 illustrates the percent of distractors that were selected by frequency. For example, Fall 2017 AVG 16% means that 16% of the distractors in Fall 2017 were not chosen by students for their respective question. Both exams had similar percentages of their distractors chosen through the exam. This suggests the novel procedure introduced in this paper was at least as effective as the non-computer-generated exam. This could also be considered a success for the computer-generated exam as it provided an additional distractor for each question and had the potential to provide an overabundance of theoretical distractors that students did not actually choose.


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distractor Selected (DS)</th>
<th>Ver A</th>
<th>Ver B</th>
<th>Ver C</th>
<th>AVG</th>
<th>Ver A</th>
<th>Ver B</th>
<th>Ver C</th>
<th>AVG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0% &lt; DS &lt; 5%</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>34%</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5% &lt; DS &lt; 10%</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10% &lt; DS &lt; 15%</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15% &lt; DS &lt; 20%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DS &gt; 20%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Percentage of distractors selected by students out of total number of distractors in Fall 2017 and Fall 2019.

Table 2 illustrates a by-question analysis of the distractors by considering the number of items with $x$ many distractors chosen at least 5% of the time. Again, we note that the computer-generated exams provided 4 distractors, while the non-computer-generated exam had only 3 distractors. Here we see clear advantages to the computer-generated distractors. It averaged generating 5% of the exam items with all 4 distractors chosen by students and an additional 15% average of exam items with 3 effective distractors. The largest difference was in the number of questions with no effective distractors: 9% average for the computer-generated exam versus 21% average for the non-computer-generated exam. This is a clear success of the distractor generation method – it provided at least one quality distractor for a large majority of the exam (91%).
In Item Response Theory, statistics are used to measure the relationship between performance on individual assessment items and the overall assessment (Varma, 2006). The Point-Biserial Correlation (PBC) is a common correlation measure for assessments, where a positive PBC corresponds to a high-achieving student marking the question correctly while low-achieving students marking the question incorrectly. A PBC of 0.1 or higher is considered desirable while simultaneously avoiding negative PBCs, which are indicative of low-achieving students marking correctly what high-achieving students mark incorrectly (Varma, 2006). Table 3 categorizes the percentage of questions that fall within the identified ranges. First, it should be noted that both exams have a large percentage of predictive questions: 88% and 91% respectively. They both also have similar numbers of problematic questions (1% and 2%) and suspect questions (5% and 8%). Similar to the Distractor Selection analysis, this suggests the computer-generated exam is at least as effective at generating quality distractors as the non-computer-generated exam.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items with x distractors chosen &gt;5%</th>
<th>Fall 2017</th>
<th>Fall 2019</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ver A</td>
<td>Ver B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 2: Percent of questions with x distractors chosen by more than 5% of students.*
Table 3: Percentage of assessment items in point biserial coefficient ranges.

Finally, the KR-20 reliability coefficient is used to estimate the internal consistency reliability of an assessment (Salvucci, Walter, Conley, Fink, & Saba, 1997). In other words, the reliability coefficient attempts to measure whether another group of similar students achieve in a similar way. Salvucci, Walter, Conley, Fink, & Saba (1997) proposed the following interpretations of KR-20 coefficients:

- Less than 0.5, the reliability is low;
- Between 0.5 and 0.8, the reliability is moderate;
- Greater than 0.8, the reliability is high (p. 115).

Table 4 illustrates that both exams are in the upper-moderate range. As with much of the other data, this suggests the computer-generated exams are at least as good as the non-computer-generated exams. However, this is another clear win for the computer-generated exams as this result illustrates that the code effectively controlled for changing the individual items without changing their difficulty, a potential issue described when detailing the procedure.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Fall 2017</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>Fall 2019</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ver A</td>
<td>Ver B</td>
<td>Ver C</td>
<td>AVG</td>
<td>Ver A</td>
<td>Ver B</td>
<td>Ver C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KR20</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td><strong>0.73</strong></td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 4: KR-20 correlation coefficients.*

At each level of the data analysis (distractor, item, and overall exam), the computer-generated exam was shown to be at least as-effective as the exam created by Pearson and the instructor. The one major difference was in the number of items with at least one quality distractor: 91% versus 79%. Combining this with the clear advantages in amount of time to create an exam (2.5 minutes for all 3 versions of Fall 2019) and dynamic nature of the computer-generated exams, the procedure appears to be effective at generating quality distractors and quality multiple-choice exams in general.
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